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I’m going!
At this moment, Yue Feng was stunned, thinking that he had heard it wrong.
Let me help you drive away the evil spirits, with such a strong attitude.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng smiled slightly, nodded and said, “Okay.” After saying
that, he came over and sat cross-legged opposite Huanxiang.
At the same time, Yue Feng’s eyes couldn’t help but look at Huanxiang’s charming
curves again.
At this moment, Huanxiang bit her lip and was about to bleed, she was ashamed and
angry, she couldn’t help saying: “Yue Feng, I warn you, if you really help, then honestly
help me get rid of the evil spirits, It’s best not to have other thoughts, let alone look
around!”
“Saint Huanxiang, you’re in a difficult situation. How can I help you drive away evil if I
don’t open my eyes? If you touch the wrong place, wouldn’t it be even more
embarrassing? ” Don’t be so eloquent, let
‘s get started!”
“Is there any reason to ask people to help you so fiercely?”
“You…”
rustling…
The two were bickering, and at this moment, only I heard footsteps in the woods not far
away.
The footsteps were very light, but there were a lot of people listening!
I go!
Hearing the footsteps, Yue Feng’s heart skipped a beat. It wouldn’t be so coincidental.
He had just started helping Huanxiang to exorcise evil spirits, and someone came. If
someone saw this scene, he would definitely misunderstand.
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At the same time, Huan Xiang was biting her lip, inexplicably flustered.
Just now, I broke out in a cold sweat, and the long skirt was tightly attached to my body,
and I must not be seen by others.
“Zi Yan!”
Just when Huanxiang was secretly nervous, she heard a gentle voice in the woods:
“Let’s go to those rocks, where the terrain is high, maybe we can find Huanxiang’s
whereabouts!” The
voice was soft and crisp. It sounds very good, it is Yu Ling, one of the Nine Heavens
Saintess.
As soon as the voice fell, Zi Yan’s voice sounded: “Okay, let’s go and see!”
It was a coincidence that I went!
Hearing the sound, the stone hanging in Yue Feng’s heart instantly fell to the ground.
I thought it was someone else, since it was another Nine Heavens Saintess, then don’t
worry.
call!
At the same time, Huanxiang also secretly sighed, feeling inexplicably excited.
I was thinking about how to find Zi Yan and the others. Unexpectedly, they found this
place first.
The next second, seeing the appearance of herself and Yue Feng, Huanxiang’s heart
trembled, and she became anxious. No way, Yue Feng helped her to exorcise her evil
spirits, and put her hands on her lower abdomen. See, I will definitely think more.
I thought to myself, Huanxiang was about to stand up, but it was already too late.
Whoops!
At this time, I heard the footsteps getting closer and closer, and I saw Zi Yan and Yuling
seven saintess, coming together, they were sucked into the Pluto Cauldron together
before, although they were a little embarrassed, but the fairy temperament that
permeated the whole body was still the same. Incredibly charming.
Swish!

As soon as they arrived on the rock, Zi Yan and Yu Ling saw Yue Feng and Huan
Xiang!
In an instant, Zi Yan and Yu Ling were all stunned with a trembling body.
what’s going on?
How does Huanxiang get together with a guy? And…. the man’s hands are still on
Huanxiang’s belly, so ambiguous.
“It’s you?” After being
stunned for a few seconds, Zi Yan took the lead in reacting and looked at Yue Feng in
astonishment: “Why are you here? You and Huanxiang…” Before she finished
speaking, Zi Yan said Can’t go on, there is a blushing blush on the beautiful face.
At the same time, the expressions of Yu Ling next to her were also complicated.
What the hell!
At this moment, Yue Feng was very embarrassed and wanted to explain.
However, before he could speak, he was interrupted by Huan Xiang.
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“Zi Yan, Yu Ling, it’s not what you think.” Huanxiang’s face was extremely red, and she
said anxiously: “I just recovered from my practice and was accidentally invaded by the
evil here, Yue Feng is helping me drive away the evil Yes!”
When she said this, Huanxiang was so anxious that she was afraid she couldn’t explain
clearly.
That’s it.
Hearing this, Zi Yan suddenly nodded.
As for the few Yulings beside them, their delicate bodies trembled, and their eyes
locked on Yue Feng.
“You are Yue Feng?”
“What does Lan Xin’s death have to do with you?”
Several saintess drank tenderly and gathered around, glaring at Yue Feng, and the
atmosphere suddenly became tense.

Uh….
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was very helpless and said bitterly: “Several saintess, the
death of saintess Lan Xin, really has nothing to do with me!”
Nima, how long will this black pot be carried? what.
At this moment, Zi Yan came out and said, “Sisters calm down, before in the ring, that
person named Yue Chen had Lan Xin’s Nascent Soul power in his body, and he was
the murderer!
” In the middle, Zi Yan is smart and wise, and handles things calmly.
When the voice fell, Yu Ling and a few closed their mouths.
In the next second, Yu Ling couldn’t help but said, “However, Huanxiang said that
before Lan Xin died, she personally said that Yue Feng had harmed him.” As she
spoke, she looked at Huanxiang, her eyes full of questions.
This…
Huanxiang frowned, and she couldn’t understand at this time, she said softly: “Yes,
before Lan Xin committed suicide, she told me that it was Yue Feng who killed her,
but… Yuan Ying’s power Why is it on another person?”
Saying that, Huanxiang couldn’t help frowning and looking at Yue Feng, she suddenly
thought of something, and asked coldly, “Yue Feng, what is your relationship with that
Yue Chen?”
“I… Yue Feng hesitated, scratched his head and said, “
He and I are cousins!” To be
honest, Yue Feng didn’t want to tell his relationship with Yue Chen, but if he told a lie,
the Nine Heavens Saintess knew the truth and would be completely right. I don’t trust
myself anymore.
What?
Hearing this, Huan Xiang and Zi Yan were all shocked.
cousins? Yu Ling’s personality is relatively straight, so she immediately became vigilant,
and shouted at Yue Fengjiao
: “This is very obvious, since you are cousins, it is Lan Xin that you two murdered
together, right?”

A saint also nodded in agreement.
What the hell!
Hearing this, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing and crying: “Although we are cousins, but
our relationship is very bad, how could it be possible to join forces to kill Saintess Lan
Xin?”
After speaking, Yue Feng raised his hand and swore: “But now the situation is very
obvious, Lan Xin. The death of Saintess Xin must have something to do with Yue Chen,
I swear, I will help you find out the truth, how?”
Yu Ling looked at each other, obviously not believing in Yue Feng.
“Okay!”
At this moment, Zi Yan seemed to have made up her mind and said, “Since Yue Feng
said so, let’s believe him once.”
“Zi Yan!”
“Don’t trust this kind of person…”
At this moment, Yu Ling couldn’t help but open her mouth, but seeing Zi Yan’s
seriousness, she closed her mouth again.
Among the nine saints, Zi Yan is the most prudent, and the other saints regard her as
their eldest sister. Since Zi Yan has said so, it can only be like this.
Afterwards, with the help of several saintess Zi Yan and Yuling, the evil spirits in
Huanxiang were quickly and completely expelled.
After regaining his strength, Yue Feng and the eight saintess explored the surroundings
together!
Um?
Half an hour later, Yue Feng and the eight saintess came to a stone forest. In an
instant, everyone frowned when they saw the stone forest.
I saw that this stone forest was very large, and the fog was shrouded in it, and I couldn’t
see the head at a glance.
Yue Feng saw that every stone pillar in the stone forest was engraved with some
strange runes, and the runes were densely packed, giving people an inexplicable
depression.
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“What’s written on it?” Yue Feng said with a frown, and walked straight over.
A few Huanxiang followed suit.
When I got to the front, I saw the runes on the stone pillars. They looked like seals but
not seals. They didn’t belong to the Kyushu continent at all.
call!
At this time, Zi Yan took a step forward, looked at the rune above, and said softly: “This
is Mingdu Wen, this is a kind of ritual that gathers yin, and it mainly gathers the yin
between the world.
”!
Hearing this, Yue Feng nodded suddenly, and at the same time was a little fortunate.
Fortunately, he was walking with the eight saintess, otherwise it would be troublesome if
he didn’t understand the words above.
At this moment, Saint Lady Jia Xue came up from behind, looked at the stone forest in
front of her, and frowned: “Everyone, be careful, this stone forest not only gathers yin
energy, but also a ‘gathering evil spirit formation’.”
Jia Xue is a nine-day saint . One of the women, with a restrained personality, she is
good at the Qimen escape technique.
Hearing this, Huan Xiang and Zi Yan all nodded.
Yue Feng couldn’t help but glance at Jia Xue, secretly admiring, as expected of the
Nine Heavens Saintess, she could see at a glance that this was the ‘Gathering Evil
Spirit Formation’.
Yes, Yue Feng also saw that the stone forest in front of him was a huge formation.
There are some records in the “Bai Qi Shen Zhen Formation”, which is a relatively
sinister formation method, which is very complicated.
However, Yue Feng could clearly see that there seemed to be some differences
between the stone forest in front of him and the Evil Soul Formation in the records.
How did that happen?
Discovering this, Yue Feng frowned secretly.

“All right!”
At this moment, Jia Xue’s red lips lightly parted, and he said, “Follow me, everyone,
don’t get lost.” The voice fell, and he was about to enter the stone forest.
“Wait!”
But at this moment, Yue Feng couldn’t help but stop: “Several saints, don’t rush in, there
seems to be a problem with this stone forest.”
When he said this, Yue Feng looked serious.
You must know that this is the space inside the Hades Cauldron, and the stone forest in
front of you seems to be the same as the Jusha Fascinating Array in the records, but
there are differences in some places, and there must be another mystery.
In this case, Yue Feng felt that it was better to be cautious.
Swish!
At this moment, Huan Xiang and Zi Yan all looked at Yue Feng, each with a frown.
“Yue Feng!” Zi Yan said softly: “Do you think there is something wrong with this stone
forest?” The
voice fell, and Huan Xiang also said: “What? You also know the formation method?”
Hu!
Yue Feng took a deep breath and said humbly: “I understand a little bit, this stone forest
seems to be a gathering of evil spirits, but I don’t think it’s that simple. Let’s study it first,
and then decide whether to go in.”
Seeing what he said, the eight The saints looked at each other.
puff!
The next second, Saint Yuling couldn’t help laughing out loud, glanced at Yue Feng
lightly, and sneered: “Yue Feng, although you are a well-known figure in the Kyushu
continent, your skills in formation are still not enough. Can you compare to Jia Xue?”
The other saintess next to him couldn’t help but laugh out loud.
In the hearts of these saintesses, Jia Xue’s formation skills are unparalleled, she is
optimistic, but Yue Feng said that there is a problem, it is completely grandstanding.

Jia Xue also looked unhappy, looked at Yue Feng and said, “If you think there is a
problem, don’t follow us.” After the
voice fell, Jia Xue stepped into the stone forest first.
Huanxiang and Ziyan followed closely behind.
What the hell!
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng was dumbfounded.
I just made a suggestion and asked everyone to be careful. It was completely kind, but it
was ridiculed.
Forget it, let’s go and see for yourself.
Thinking about it, Yue Feng also followed.
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Call!
After entering the stone forest, Yue Feng couldn’t help but take a deep breath, and at
the same time, he was alert and alert.
Yue Feng clearly felt that because of the accumulation of yin in the stone forest, it was
extremely cold, and it was several degrees lower than the outside. Not only that, but the
fog was getting stronger and stronger. With Yue Feng’s strength, he could only see the
distance of ten meters. range within.
At this moment, I heard movement from the front, and then, Jia Xue, who was walking in
front, and Huan Xiang, all stopped.
I go!
Yue Feng was grateful to look at it, and his heart was suddenly shocked.
I saw that there was a flame floating between the stone pillars in front, the flame was
green and faint, very strange. What is even more frightening is that in the flames, there
seems to be a skeleton image looming.
Bone spirit demon fire? !
Seeing this, Yue Feng frowned secretly, and at the same time he couldn’t help sucking
in cold air.

The Bone Spirit Demon Fire ranks fifth in the world’s strange fire list. It is a very sinister
fire. It is extremely rare in the Kyushu continent. It is rumored that it can only be seen in
the cold and cold places of the wild and strange realm. However, Yue Feng has
explored the wild and strange realm, and he has never seen it.
Unexpectedly, the independent space in the Hades Cauldron could actually be
encountered.
Speaking of which, Yue Feng has Bailian cold fire, so don’t panic at all, because Bailian
cold fire is the first abnormal fire and has the ability to devour other abnormal fires, but
the bone spirit demon fire is very evil. , attached to the bones and burned, so Yue Feng
did not dare to be careless.
“Bone Spirit Demon Fire?”
At this time, Jia Xue, who was at the front, also reacted, with a dignified expression on
his beautiful face: “Sisters, be careful, let’s stimulate the power of Nascent Soul
together, these bone spirit demon fires, Don’t dare to get close.”
Um!
When the voice fell, Huan Xiang and Zi Yan nodded.
As the Nine Heavens Saintess, the power of the Nascent Soul within her body is the
nemesis of all evil, but the bone spirit demon fire is extremely evil, so they do not dare
to take it lightly.
In an instant, the eight saintess mobilized the power of the Nascent Soul together, and
they saw clusters of golden light burst out, gathered together, and finally formed a
golden protective film to cover them.
At this time, Zi Yan turned her head and said to Yue Feng: “Yue Feng, you also come
in, remember, don’t leave the protective film, or you will be burned by the bone spirit
demon fire, and we will not be able to save you.”
When saying this, Zi Yan’s beautiful face was full of indifference.
To be honest, she didn’t want to be too concerned about Yue Feng’s performance, but
there was no way, Lan Xin died too strangely, and she needed Yue Feng’s help to find
out the truth, so she couldn’t let him have an accident here.
At this time, Zi Yan forgot, Yue Feng raised a glass of white lotus cold fire, and was not
afraid of bone spirit demon fire at all.
“Zi Yan, why are you talking to him so much?” Yu Ling couldn’t help but glance at Yue
Feng, her eyes full of contempt.

At the same time, the other saintess next to him also despised Yue Feng.
In their hearts, although the fact that Saintess Lan Xin was murdered has not been
found out, Yue Feng can’t escape the relationship. It was very kind to not kill him before,
and there is no need to take care of him in every possible way.
Uh…
Sensing the eyes of several saintess, Yue Feng smiled bitterly.
It seems that because of Lan Xin’s death, these saintess have a great opinion of
themselves.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng looked around and couldn’t help but say: “Several saints,
I think this stone forest is getting weirder, should we stop first?”
Yue Feng clearly felt that the bone spirit demon fires floating in front of him were
burning more and more vigorously. Not only that, but the surrounding stone pillars
seemed to be alive and slowly changing.
Various signs prove that this stone forest is by no means simple.
Seeing Yue Feng starting to point fingers again, Yu Ling was so annoyed that she
couldn’t help but shouted: “Shut up!”
At the same time, Jia Xue also frowned and said coldly: “I have already said, this There
is no problem with the formation, Yue Feng, don’t make trouble!”
Chapter 3015 The
voice is not loud, but it is unquestionable.
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng was very helpless and had to shut up.
I have already said what I need to say, but if you don’t listen, when something goes
wrong, it will have nothing to do with me.
Seeing Yue Feng shut up, Jia Xue and Yu Ling stopped talking and continued on.
Huhu….
Just after a few steps, I saw the bone spirit demon fire in front of me, it seemed to sense
something, and it suddenly floated over.
There is a protective film in front of the Nascent Soul’s power, and the eight saintess are
not panic at all.

Chi Chi… The
next second, I saw the Bone Spirit Demon Fire hit the protective film, making a burning
sound, and then it was blocked by the protective film.
“Yue Feng!”
At this time, Saint Yuling’s face was full of arrogance and arrogance, and said to Yue
Feng: “See, the Bone Spirit Demon Fire never breaks the protective film, and, Jia Xue is
proficient in formation, we will be able to pass through this stone forest soon, please
don’t make a fuss, you know?”
The other saintes next to him were also proud.
Yue Feng smiled and did not respond.
In the next ten minutes, Yue Feng and the eight saintess continued to move forward,
occasionally encountering some bone spirit demon fires, but these bone spirit demon
fires were blocked by the protective film.
Everything seems to be going well.
However, Yue Feng found that the deeper the stone forest, the more bone spirit demon
fire.
Soon, when Yue Feng and the eight saintess arrived at the center of the stone forest,
they saw a huge stone pillar standing in the center. This stone pillar was more than ten
times stronger than other surrounding stone pillars, like a stone peak. , straight into the
gray sky.
Not only that, there were more than a dozen groups of bone spirit demon fires floating
around the huge stone pillar, which were several times more than what they had
encountered before.
call!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng couldn’t help taking a deep breath and frowned.
The location of this huge stone pillar is the center of the stone forest, which is the eye of
the gathering evil spirit formation. However, this is completely different from the records
in the “Bai Qi Shen formation”.
Could it be… that there is another formation hidden within this ghost gathering
formation?

A few seconds later, Yue Feng suddenly thought of something, and his expression
changed.
At the same time, Saintess Jiaxue at the front looked at the huge stone pillar in front of
her and the dozen or so groups of bone spirit demon fires floating in front of her, her
brows furrowed.
This is obviously a gathering evil spirit formation, why has the formation eyes
completely changed?
Just like Yue Feng, Jia Xue at this time also realized that something was wrong, but he
hadn’t found out what the problem was.
Whoohoo!
At this time, I saw more than a dozen groups of bone spirit demon fires in front of me,
as if they had spirituality, they quickly gathered together to form a huge cyan fireball,
and then whistled.
boom!
In the next second, the fireball slammed into the protective film, making a violent roar.
The protective film was directly burned with a gap, and the fireball also collapsed,
forming a sea of fire around it.
“Oops!”
The protective film was broken, whether it was Saint Lady Jia Xue, or Yu Ling and Huan
Xiang, all of them trembled and exclaimed.
Seeing this sea of azure fire, it shrank rapidly, completely trapping them in it.

